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ABSTRACT 
 
Oil palm with its long breeding cycle and large land requirement for breeding trials is an 

ideal candidate for genomics guided breeding. However, development of molecular 

marker systems and identification of markers and or gene(s) linked to traits of interest has 

been generally slow. In the past, technological limitations only allowed parts of the oil 

palm genome to be sequenced, explaining the slow pace of marker discovery and 

implementation in crop improvement programmes. However, the advent of new 

sequencing technologies allowed the oil palm genome to be unraveled and with it the 

discovery of the gene responsible for the three different fruit forms of oil palm. The 

genome build of oil palm is likely to provide a paradigm shift in the approach to oil palm 

improvement. There is a real possibility now, as demonstrated for the SHELL gene, to 

associate polymorphisms in genes with variations in selected phenotype, which are 

critical to modern breeding techniques. The wide repertoire of markers that will be 

uncovered together with high throughput genotyping platforms that are currently 

available will also lead to effective use of markers for selection in oil palm breeding. 

Nonetheless, well structured breeding programmes and reliable phenotyping will still be 

the main determinants for the successful application of genomics guided breeding in oil 

palm.  

 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Plant breeding relies on exploiting genetic variation for cultivar improvement.  While 

initially dependent on phenotypic measurements to identify the genetic variation, 

development of DNA based markers proved valuable in the extended assessment of 



genetic variations in germplasm and breeding lines. The plethora of molecular markers 

available has increased in tandem with the increased knowledge in the genome sequence 

of a species. Initially used to dissect population structure and diversity, the markers are 

increasingly being implemented to directly increase and enhance the efficiency of 

breeding programmes. Advances in genomics, especially the high throughput genotyping 

techniques, are another milestone for marker assisted crop improvement.  

 

Genomics guided breeding is a term often used to describe modern breeding strategies 

such as marker assisted selection (MAS), usually using markers to identify alleles for 

traits influenced by a few loci. The term can also be extended to marker assisted back-

crossing (MABC) and marker assisted recurrent selection (MARS).   MABC involves the 

use of markers to transfer major loci from one genetic background to another, while 

MARS refers to accumulating a number of favourable alleles in a single or across related 

populations (Ribaut et al., 2010). More recently genomic selection, which does not 

require the use of a subset of markers linked to specific traits has gained attention. 

Genomic selection essentially uses breeding values calculated using high density 

genotype data to identify lines for subsequent crosses (Varshney et al., 2012).  

 

Although there have been success stories in the use of markers in improving breeding 

efficiency in other crops (Varshney et al., 2012), the overall impact of genomics guided 

breeding has yet to be  realized in oil palm. However, the incremental increase in 

sequence data being made available for oil palm over the past 10-15 years (described 

below), has slowly but surely laid the groundwork for the potential application of 

genomics guided breeding.  

 

 

SEQUENCING THE GENESPACE OF OIL PALM  

 

The oil palm consist of two species, Elaeis guineensis and Elaeis oleifera, both of which 

contain 2n=32 chromosomes with a genome size of 1,800Mb (Singh et al., 2013a). The 

size and highly repetitive nature of the oil palm genome have presented challenges in 



elucidating the full sequence. It was for this reason that the expressed sequence tags 

(EST) approach was initially used to identify genes involved in the different regulatory 

processes of the oil palm. In general, the EST approach involves the sequencing of 

complementary DNA (cDNA) fragments that code for expressed genes regulated in 

certain cells, tissues, organs or developmental stages. The majority of the published oil 

palm ESTs were groups of transcripts derived from tissue culture materials such as 

embryogenic callus (EC), non-embryogenic callus (NEC), somatic embryo (EMB) and 

suspension cell cultures (Ho et al., 2007; Low et al., 2008). Transcript profiling across 

these tissues was initiated to unravel the complex molecular mechanisms underlying the 

somatic embryogenesis process in oil palm. In addition to tissue culture related ESTs, 

sequencing was also performed on the inflorescence, normal apex, abnormal apex, 

zygotic embryo, flower, root and mesocarp tissues of oil palm (Jouannic et al., 2005; Ho 

et al., 2007; Nurniwalis et al., 2008; Beulé et al., 2010). ESTs obtained from 

inflorescence, flower and shoot apex were used to capture information on flower 

development and abnormality (Ho et al., 2007; Beulé et al., 2010).  

 

The EST sequences in fact proved to be an excellent source of molecular markers 

especially restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) and simple sequence repeat 

(SSR). The utility of the RFLP and SSR markers derived from the EST collections to 

fingerprint tissue culture materials was demonstrated by Cheah, (1996) and Singh et al., 

(2007). This simple but effective use of the probes demonstrated to the oil palm 

community the potential practical application of marker systems in this plantation crop. 

The use of the DNA markers was also extended to the assessment of genetic variability of 

oil palm populations. More importantly, the markers developed from the EST collections, 

especially RFLP probes, also proved useful in developing the initial genetic maps of oil 

palm (Singh et al., 2008), an important pre-requisite for application of marker assisted 

selection (MAS).  

 

 

Subsequently, the development of the GeneThresherTM methylation filtration technique at 

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory provided the initial impetus to sequence the 



hypomethylated regions of the oil palm genome. Over 400,000 sequences were generated 

from nine individual palms, which were assembled into 139,120 contigs and 99,340 

singletons. The unique sequences were compared to the oil palm EST unigenes identified 

by Low et al. (2008) and results showed that the sequences were able to tag 76% of the 

EST unigenes at a significance threshold of 1e-10 using BLASTN. This indicated that the 

GeneThresher sequences were enriched with “genespace” sequences. 

 

Data mining of the unique sequences revealed 138,811 SSRs in 86,292 sequences. The 

sequences also contained 48,381 high quality SNPs. Selected SSRs and SNPs together 

with the restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) and amplified fragment length 

polymorphism (AFLP) markers were actively used in genetic diversity studies as well as 

genetic mapping programmes. The vast array of available molecular markers also 

allowed the development of more dense genetic maps and with it markers linked to fatty 

acid composition (Singh et al., 2009) and tissue culture amenity (Ting et al., 2010).  

 

WHOLE GENOME SEQUENCING  

The development of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies reduced 

dramatically the cost of whole genome sequencing. The sequencing of the woodland 

strawberry (Shulaev et al., 2011) revealed that complete sequencing of a small plant 

genome via NGS is possible. However, for more complex plant genomes such as cocoa, 

Sanger sequenced Bacterial Artificial Chromosome (BAC) ends were still required 

(Argout et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the development of techniques related to pair-end 

libraries (up to 20kb) which are sequenced using NGS, reduced somewhat the reliance on 

BAC end sequencing. Exploiting NGS, pair end libraries, as well as BAC end 

sequencing, the oil palm genome sequence was also recently revealed (Singh et.al, 

2013a).  However, the genome sequence by itself is of little value to oil palm breeding, 

unless the relationship between variations in gene sequence(s) can be linked up with 

phenotypic changes.  It was for this reason that emphasis was placed on exploiting the oil 

palm genome for practical application, and the genome build was successfully exploited 

to identify the SHELL gene which influences the formation of the three different fruit 

forms of E. guineensis (Singh et al., 2013b).    The reference oil palm genome sequence 



also for the first time provides access to almost the whole complement of genes and its 

regulatory sequences. The sequencing of both species of oil palm lays the necessary 

foundation for understanding genomic variation within the genus Elaeis. As such, it is an 

important resource to dissect other important traits such as fruit colour, fatty acid 

composition disease resistance and eventually yield, which can impact oil palm 

improvement in a relatively short period. The resource developed paves the way for 

genomics guided breeding which can help this remarkably productive crop achieve its 

true potential at a much faster rate compared to relying on conventional breeding alone.  

 

GENOMICS GUIDED BREEDING 

The main aim of genomics guided breeding is to increase genetic gain at a much faster 

pace and probably at lower cost compared to conventional breeding techniques 

(Varshney et al., 2012). The revelation of the SHELL gene of oil palm (Singh et al., 

2013b)  and identification of markers linked to fatty acid composition (Singh et al., 2009; 

Montoya et al., 2013) provides the necessary tools to start implementing marker assisted 

selection in oil palm. While selection of the desired fruit form (a monogenic trait) either 

for commercial seed production or in breeding trials is relatively straight forward, the 

utilization of markers linked to FAC will require proper experimental designs and well 

structured breeding programmes. This is even more important for complex traits such as 

yield, which are often controlled by multiple QTLs with small effects. Although a 

number of QTLs have been reported for yield components for oil palm (Billotte et al., 

2010), it is probably not feasible to expect that any one approach will be able to unravel 

all the polymorphisms that are associated either directly or indirectly with yield. Under 

such circumstances, it may be wise to explore if genomic selection may be best suited for 

developing superior genotypes with improved yield characteristics in multiple 

environments.  In this respect Wong & Bernardo (2008), were of the opinion that due to 

the limitations in population size, genomic selection was probably better suited for oil 

palm compared to MARS or the traditional phenotypic selection.  

 

There is no doubt, that access to whole genome sequence of oil palm and with it a wide 

range of molecular markers amenable to high-throughput genotyping is expected to 



enhance oil palm breeding progress. However, it is important to take note that even with 

the availability of  a wide range of molecular markers, some of which could be tightly 

linked to traits of interest, genomics guided breeding will not succeed without the 

availability of reliable phenotypic data. Often under-estimated, is the need to carefully 

standardize data collection in different fields and also to take note of conditions 

prevailing in the targeted environment. Realizing the importance of this, automated 

phenotyping platforms are being developed, especially for annual crops (Fiorani and 

Schurr, 2013). It is imperative that the oil palm community places equal importance on 

improving, standardizing and automating data collection where possible, to effectively 

realize cultivar improvement via genomics guided breeding.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The remarkable progress in sequencing technology has allowed whole genome 

sequencing of oil palm, which is expected to have a major impact on oil palm 

research/improvement. More importantly the high quality genome build allowed the 

identification of the gene responsible for the three different fruit forms of E. guineensis. 

The success indicates that additional genes of interest responsible for important yield and 

quality traits such as fruit colour, disease resistance and fatty acid composition can also 

be deciphered. However, identification of genes of interest is only the first step. The 

implementation of genomics guided breeding requires well structured breeding 

programmes and the ability to overcome phenotyping bottleneck. It for this reason is it is 

postulated that for genomics guided breeding to have a profound impact on oil palm 

breeding, it must be a breeder led bottom-up approach.  
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